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FRC Electrical 101
Electrical & Controls Basics
For Building Reliable Robots & Understanding How They Work
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About This Training
● Mix of concepts and hands-on

● Stop and ask questions any time!

● This session focuses on electrical 
(pneumatics will be in a later session)
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What’s a Circuit?

https://www.thegreatcoursesdaily.com/electric-circuits-components-types-and-related-concepts
/

Simple “science class” view of a circuit.
● Continuous “loop” or path through which current flows
● Has a source of energy (here a battery)
● Has a “load” or “device” (here a lightbulb)
● Has a “control” (here a switch)
● When the switch is on, electric current flows and the device does some useful 

work
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Circuit Lab
Let’s build a simple circuit!

(Interactive)
Battery, motor(s), switch(es), clip leads
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Circuits in the Robot

The whole robot is a load on the battery, but within the robot are 
parallel circuits for each motor (or other load).

Simplified!

Battery

Main 
Breaker

MotorMotor 
Controller

+

-

MotorMotor 
Controller

Primary Circuit

Secondary 
Circuit 1

Secondary 
Circuit 2

Branch
Breaker

Branch
Breaker

PDP

Describe the top-level concept of the robot as a device and then there being many 
individual circuits within that, each with its own control device and per-circuit 
overcurrent protection.
These circuits operate in parallel.
On a real robot we’d typically have 12 or so motor circuits, plus power to other parts 
of the control system.
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Voltage
Units: Volts (V)

The “pressure” from a 
power source (“potential” or 
“electromotive force”)

Robot battery: 12V

Max voltage allowed on 
robot is 24V.

Voltage, Current, and Power 
Current
Units: Amperes or Amps (A)

Rate at which charge flows 
through a circuit

Robot main breaker: 120A

Robot circuits: 20-40A

Wires must be sized for 
current they carry.  This is 
wire gauge or AWG.

Power
Units: Watts (W)

The rate at which work is 
done (also the rate at which 
energy is consumed)

Battery is the limiting factor

Higher power = more heat

Voltage: Discuss what happens to voltage during use, undervoltage, brownouts.  Also: 
How could we have >12V on the robot if the battery is only 12V?  How can we have 
lower voltages?

Current: 120A thermal breaker, instantaneous current frequently exceeds the limit.  
Can’t draw max current on all circuits at once.  Discuss breakers: automatic (circuits) 
and manual (main).  Show examples of wire size.

Power: Discuss battery capacity (18Ah @12V = 216 Wh).  Wires (and motors and 
batteries) have resistance, so they dissipate power and get hot.  More power requires 
more current which makes more heat!
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During a match...
This graph shows actual 
voltage (yellow) and current 
(total in purple) during a match.  
Note that…

● Voltage varies a lot 

● Current spikes whenever 
we drive (peaks >200A)

● Do you notice a 
relationship between 
voltage and current?
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Electrical Math In One Short Slide
Ohm’s Law

V = I * R
...the most fundamental 

electrical equation

Power 
P = I * V

Or using Ohm’s law, equivalently,
P = I^2 * R

Or
P = V^2 / R

Everything has resistance!*

(Sometimes we ignore it, b
ut it’s

 

always there.)

(*) Except superconductors, but we don’t get to put 

those in our robots!

These formulas provide a basis for understanding the relationships among voltage, 
current, resistance, and power.  They are simple to understand but powerful.
All wires have resistance, and therefore dissipate power → which manifests as heat.  
That heat can damage the wire, and also is lost (vs. doing useful work in the motor).  
When thinking about the power dissipation in wires/motors - the squared current term 
means a small amount of resistance can greatly increase losses (and heating).

Example: 12V motor circuit at 300W → How many amps?  → 300/12 = 25A
How much resistance?  12/25 = .48 ohm
Wire loss: 

● If 10AWG wire, .00328 ohms/meter.  So if there is 2M of wire in the circuit, 
resistance =  .00656; power loss in the wire = 25 * 25 * .00656 = 4.1W.  This is 
a pretty small % of our total 300W and will be fine.

● If we wire the same circuit with 14AWG wire, at .00829 ohms/meter → .01658 
ohms for 2M → 25 *25 * .01658 = 10W.  2.5x higher, but likely still OK.

● Now, what if we used 24AWG wire, at .0842 ohms/meter → 0.1684 ohms for 
2M → 25 * 25 * .1684 = 105W in the wire!  

○ How will the wire react?
○ How well will the motor work?
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How Not To 
Wire The Robot
Would you trust this to work?

Could you find and fix a fault?

What will pit scouts think 
when they see this?

Will the robot inspector let 
this go?  (Discuss!)
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Workmanship: Details Matter!
A robot has 200+ electrical connections.  

If any connection fails it can result in a lost 
match (and it looks really bad for the team).

Wiring must survive rough gameplay, robot 
transport, hundreds of battery swaps.  Every 
connection needs to be secure!
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Lab Work
Let’s go take apart some stuff!
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Safety FIRST
● Red (+) to red, black (-)  to black.  NEVER crossed!

○ Dangerous and will instantly kill electronics.

● FRC batteries are capable of very high currents.  
○ Short circuits are extremely dangerous (can cause arcs, 

burns, melted metal).  
○ Never do ANYTHING that might cause a short.
○ Power off when working on wiring.
○ Insulate battery connections well.
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Safety FIRST (continued)
● Current goes through wires, not through you.

○ Our systems are low voltage DC, but high current.  
■ As little as 10mA passing through the body is dangerous!
■ Generally humans are “high resistance” which limits current
■ But best practice is not to touch live connections anyway!

○ Insulate connections & repair any insulation damage

● Battery handling: don’t lift by the wires, drop, or 
abuse.  Batteries contain sulfuric acid!
○ Tell a mentor if you see a battery leaking!
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FRC Brushed Motors
Show and tell - let’s look at some motors!

● CIM

● 775 Pro

● Mini-CIM

● Bag/throttle/seat/snowblower motors
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Brushed DC Motors

Brushes are electrical contacts that 
touch the commutator.  As the motor 
rotates, the coil connections switch and 
electromagnetic fields alternate, 
maintaining shaft rotation.

https://engineeringtutorial-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/engineeringtutorial.com/brushed-dc-motor-working-animation/amp/

https://www.electrical4u.com/permanent-magnet-dc-motor-or-pmdc-motor/

Describe operation of the brushed DC motor.
● Coils are part of the motor’s rotating armature (attached to the shaft).  The 

coils are electromagnets.
● Connections to the coils are made through the commutator.
● DC power connects to the brushes, which press against the commutator.
● As the shaft rotates, the connections to the coils switch so that it continuously 

attracts/repels against permanent “stator” magnets that wrap around the 
armature.

Advantages:
● Cheap, simple, well proven
● Does not require electronic controls (can run directly on DC power)
● Lots of approved models for FRC (CIM, mini-CIM, 775 Pro, Bag motor are the 

most common)
Disadvantages:

● Friction between brushes and commutator saps power
● Sparking at brush to commutator connection
● Brushes can wear out or be damaged (especially if exposed, e.g. 775 Pro)
● Low power to weight ratio
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FRC Brushless Motors
Show and tell -

● NEO

● NEO 550

What do you notice is different?

Why are they different?

Things that are different:
● Much smaller size and weight
● 3 power connections instead of two
● “Extra” pigtail connection (encoders and other sensing)
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Brushless DC Motors
Brushless motors are 
electronically 
commutated.  The 
coils don’t move.

An encoder (Hall 
effect sensors) 
determines shaft 
position, and control 
electronics energize 
the proper coil to 
sustain motion.

In a brushless motor, the coils are fixed and the permanent magnets rotate.
The coils may be inside or outside the magnets (Neo and Neo 550 are “outrunner” 
though the Neo’s is covered).
The controller varies the frequency, not the voltage.

Advantages:
● No brush friction, sparking, wear and tear
● Higher efficiency and greater power-to-weight ratio
● High starting torque
● Rotor has lower mass so it responds faster (acceleration/deceleration)

Disadvantages:
● Requires an encoder (and a reliable connection to it) to operate
● Requires a sophisticated electronic control - cannot run directly on DC power
● Higher cost (~$125 for Neo + SparkMax, compared to ~$85 for a CIM + typical 

brushed controller)
● Fewer approved types for FRC (Neo, Neo 550, Falcon 500 are the useful 

models)
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Motor
Performance

Motor curves describe performance 
characteristics.

Compare the curves for these two 
motors.  What do you notice?

Motor curves describe characteristics of the motor in a compact way.
Often used by the mechanical team to design systems/mechanisms.
Contrast between 2 very different motors (775 and CIM or NEO):

● Max speed / free (unloaded) speed
● Peak power
● Max torque
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Current 
Limiting
Smart motor controllers allow 
for limiting how much current 
flows through a motor.

Some motors are very 
sensitive to being stalled and 
will overheat quickly if stalled 
while running at high power.

Sometimes game challenges 
require stalling the motor 
though - how do we manage 
that? For how long can we stall this 775pro at 4V?

How about at 12V?

This is highly relevant to the software team, who need to understand how the motor is 
being used and set appropriate limits to protect the motor while supporting expected 
performance.
775pro is one of the most sensitive to stall overheating since it is air-cooler and relies 
on a fan attached to the rotor to cool itself.
CIMs are among the most tolerant of stalling - have large thermal mass so heat up 
(and cool down) more slowly.
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Kinds of Connections
● Main power crimps
● PowerPoles
● CAN connections
● Terminations to devices 

○ WAGO and Weidmuller
○ Ring terminals (rarely used)

● Soldering (when necessary)

Show and tell of example connections - handle examples
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Best Practices Additional 6328 Best Practices

● Wiring must be neat and clean
● Carefully route and tie down wires
● Correct length wires

○ Just long enough + a little extra for service
● No exposed copper at connections
● Inspect & tug on all crimps!

○ If it’s suspect, redo it!
● Double check your work

○ Have someone else check your work too!
○ Be especially careful with Powerpole 

assembly
● Solder only when necessary

○ Do not solder crimps (generally)

Robot Construction Rules

● Correct wire gauge & colors

● One motor per controller (*)

● Legal controllers & motors

● Required devices present 
(PDP, main & per-circuit 
breakers, RSL…)

● Read & understand the rules!

(*) For typical motors we use

This is an intro only - most of this is taught in the lab/in person.


